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UNIT

4

My music show.

In this unit you will learn:
– the names of
musical instruments
– to speak about
musical instruments

Unscramble the names
of musical instruments.
Rozszyfruj nazwy
instrumentów muzycznych.

WARM–UP
1. ugirat

...........................................

4. lfuet

...........................................

2. ipona

...........................................

5. ekybodra ...........................................

3. udmr

...........................................
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LET'S LEARN
guitar

piano

a musical instrument
piano
guitar
Can you play a musical instrument?

No, I can’t play a musical instrument.
/ Yes, I can play a musical instrument.

Do you want to play the piano?

Yes, I want to play the piano.

What’s the guitar made of?

The guitar is made of wood.

Is it easy to play the guitar?

No, it isn’t easy to play the guitar.

flute
trumpet
What musical instruments do we blow
into when we want to play them?
Did Louis Armstrong play the flute?
Do you want to learn to play the trumpet?

drum
a drumstick
What do we need when we want to play
the drum?
Can we play the drum with our hands?
What is a drumstick made of?
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instrument muzyczny
pianino
gitara
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flet
trąbka
We blow into the flute and the trumpet
when we want to play them.
No, Louis Armstrong didn't play the flute.
He played the trumpet.
Yes, I want to learn to play the trumpet.

bęben
pałeczka do gry na bębnie
We need a drumstick when we want to play
the drum.
Yes, we can play the drum with our hands.
A drumstick is made of wood.
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drums

tambourine
tambourine
shake
hit

Is it easy to play the tambourine?
What shape is the tambourine?
How can you play the tambourine?
Do you shake when you watch
a scary film?
Do you hit the trumpet when you want to
play it?

harmonica
violin
a string
Do you like the sound of the harmonica?
Do you know any people who play
the violin?
What musical instruments have strings?
Does the harmonica have strings?

drumsticks

keyboard

flute

tamburyn
trząść
uderzyć
Yes, it’s easy to play the tambourine.
The tambourine is round.
We can hit the tambourine with our hands
or shake it.
Yes, I shake when I watch a scary film.
No, I don’t hit the trumpet when I want to
play it. I blow into it.

harmonijka
skrzypce
struna
Yes, I like the sound of the harmonica.
No, I don’t know any people who play
the violin. / Yes, I know some people who
play the violin.
The guitar and the violin have strings.
No, the harmonica doesn’t have strings.

trumpet
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harmonica
violin

rattles

a rattle
loud
a noise
Is a rattle a small musical instrument?
Does a rattle make a loud noise?
Do children make a lot of noise when
they play video games?
Do you like loud music?
Do they use rattles at the football match?
Did you have a rattle when you were a baby?

a melody
a note
Can you read the notes?

Yes, a rattle is a small musical instrument.
Yes, a rattle makes a loud noise.
Yes, children make a lot of noise when
they play video games.
Yes, I like loud music.
Yes, they use rattles at the football match.
Yes, I had a rattle when I was a baby.
/ No, I didn’t have a rattle when I was a baby.

melodia
nuta
No, I can’t read the notes.

Can you play the notes on the piano?

No, I can’t play the notes on the piano.

Can you sing your favourite melody?

Yes, I can sing my favourite melody.

Do they play the same melodies
on the radio?
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grzechotka
głośny
hałas
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Yes, they play the same melodies
on the radio.

Complete the sentences
with the correct word.

Uzupełnij zdania poprawnym słowem.

SELF-CHECK

harmonica, instrument, rattle, notes, drum,
shake

1. I can’t read .................................................
2. I had a ................................................ when I was a baby. It made a loud noise.
3. I blow into the ................................................ when I want to play it.
4. I ................................................ the tambourine when I play it.
5. I don’t have my favourite musical .................................................
6. I use my hands when I play the .................................................

Write the names of musical
instruments.
Podpisz instrumenty muzyczne.

HOMEWORK

........................................

........................................

........................................
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LET'S REVISE
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REMEMBER
a musical instrument

hit

piano

harmonica

guitar

loud

flute

a noise

trumpet

a melody

drum

a note

a drumstick

a rattle

tambourine

a string

shake

violin

UNIT

6

Directing a film.

In this unit you will learn:
– to speak about people
in the film
– to talk about film elements

Circle the correct word.
Zakreśl poprawne słowo.

WARM–UP
1. Shrek is a .......................... ogre. green / blue
2. Harry Potter can use a magic ........................... wand / tree
3. Cinderella loses a glass ........................... sandal / shoe
4. Little Red Riding Hood meets a .......................... duck / wolf in the forest.
5. Pinocchio is a .......................... wooden / metal puppet.
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a movie camera

a camera operator
an actor
an actress
famous

Do you want to be an actor in the future?
Do you know any famous actors?
Do you want to go for a lunch with
a famous actor/actress?
Is Paris a famous city in France?

a director
a camera operator
a movie camera
Does a director make films?
What does a camera operator do?
Is a movie camera heavy?
Should a director be creative?
Do you have a movie camera in your bag?

Yes, I know some famous actors.
Yes, I want to go for a lunch with a famous
actor/ actress.
Yes, Paris is a famous city in France.

reżyser
operator kamery
kamera filmowa
Yes, a director makes films.
A camera operator works with a movie
camera.
Yes, a movie camera is heavy.
Yes, a director should be creative.
No, I don’t have a movie camera in my bag.

Are you a movie fan?

Yes, I’m a movie fan.

Whose autograph do you want to get?
Are you a music fan?
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No, I don’t want to be an actor in the future.

fan, miłośnik
podpisać autograf

Do only actors sign autographs?
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aktor
aktorka
znany

a fan
sign an autograph

Do actors sign autographs?

LET'S LEARN

Yes, actors sign autographs.
No, not only actors sign autographs.
I want to get Brad Pitt’s autograph.
No, I’m not a music fan.
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a director
subtitles
special effects
Do you watch film with subtitles?
Do you like special effects in a film?
Are special effects important for a film?
Is it better to watch a film with
or without subtitles?

a make-up artist
a costume designer
What does a costume designer do?
Should a costume designer be creative?
Does a make-up artist look after
an actor’s face?
Can it be interesting to work
as a make-up artist?

scenery
Is there beautiful scenery in Hobbit
and the Lord of the Ring?

napisy
efekty specjalne
Yes, I sometimes watch films with subtitles.
Yes, I like special effects in a film.
Yes, special effects are important for a film.
It’s better to watch a film with subtitles.

makijażysta
kostiumograf
A costume designer designs clothes for
characters in a film.
Yes, a costume designer should be creative.
Yes, a make-up artist looks after an actor’s
face.
Yes, it can be interesting to work
as a make-up artist.

krajobraz
Yes, there is beautiful scenery in Hobbit
and the Lord of the Ring.

Does your country have beautiful scenery?

Yes, my country has beautiful scenery.

Which is more interesting to you: scenery
or costumes when you watch a film?

Scenery is more important to me when
I watch a film.
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a bodyguard
a bodyguard
Do famous people have bodyguards?

Yes, famous people have bodyguards.

What does a bodyguard do?

A bodyguard protects famous people.

Should a bodyguard be brave?

shoot a film
a screenplay
Can a director shoot a film without
a screenplay?
Is it easy to write a screenplay?
Should actors learn the screenplay?
Do you want to shoot a short film about
your family and friends?

amusing
disgusting
enjoyable
a war film
Is Shrek an amusing film?
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ochroniarz

Yes, a bodyguard should be brave.

kręcić film
scenariusz
No, a director can’t shoot a film without
a screenplay.
No, it isn’t easy to write a screenplay.
Yes, actors should learn the screenplay.
Yes, I want to shoot a short film about my
family and friends.

zabawny
wstrętny
miły, przyjemny
film wojenny
Yes, Shrek is an amusing film.

Are comedies amusing?

Yes, comedies are amusing.

Are war films disgusting?

Yes, war films are disgusting.

Is it disgusting to speak with
your mouth full?

Yes, it’s disgusting to speak with
our mouth full.

Do children like war films?

No, children don’t like war films.
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Are cartoons enjoyable?

Yes, cartoons are enjoyable.

Are war films amusing?

No, war films aren’t amusing.

Complete the sentences
with the correct word.

Uzupełnij zdania poprawnym słowem.

SELF-CHECK

amusing, screenplay, fan, shoots, bodyguard,
effects

1. Shrek is an ................................................... film.
2. A director ................................................... a film.
3. An actor learns the ....................................................
4. A ................................................... protects a famous person.
5. I like watching films with special ....................................................
6. I’m a music ....................................................

Choose the correct word.
Wybierz poprawne słowo.

HOMEWORK
1. It’s disgusting / amusing to speak with your mouth full.
2. Angelina Jolie is a famous actress / make-up artist.
3. A bodyguard / costume designer protects famous people.
4. A director / make-up artist shoots a film.
5. I sometimes watch films with subtitles / a screenplay.
6. An actor sometimes signs / shoots an autograph.
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REMEMBER
an actor

sign an autograph

a make-up artist

an actress

amusing

a costume designer

famous

enjoyable

scenery

a director

disgusting

a bodyguard

a camera operator

a war film

shoot a film

a movie camera

subtitles

a screenplay

a fan

special effects

(6 pts)

1. Unscramble the names
of musical instruments.
Rozszyfruj nazwy
instrumentów muzycznych.

PROGRESS
CHECK
1. ipona

...............................

4. ivoiln

...............................

2. rtmupet

...............................

5. raltte

...............................

3. rdmu

...............................

6. lfeut

...............................
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